
 

 

Beginner Shoulder Workout 

Experience Level; 0-6 months or less of consistent strength training  

Male 

Gym Workout 

Purpose: to learn basic strength movements and learn muscular control 

1) Seated Dumbbell Press  

Execution: Sit on bench with back support. Angle should be between 75 and 90degrees on 

the bench. With hips down on bench upperback against bench and chest up with good 

posture bring the dumbbells using your knees to assist if needed to shoulder height. Palms 

facing completely forward and dumbbells at ears height or slight lower press up with a 

smooth and controlled motion until arms are completely straight and elbows just short of 

locking out. Bring dumbbells back down under control to your ears level and repeat the 

motion for another repetition  

2) Machine or Smith Machine Press 

Execution: Same bench set up as with dumbbell presses. Or if Machine press is a fixed bench 

adjust height of chair to bring shoulders to about an inch below the handles. Begin press 

and always use full range of motion, if using smith machine bar should lower than the chin 

and stay just above the collar bone. 

3) Standing Side laterals  

Execution: Grab a pair of dumbbells. The lighter the better until form is perfect. Stand with 

fit together and good posture. Dumbbell are in front you just barely touching. You’re going 

to lift and spread your arms out as wide as you can while keeping your fists a few inches in 

front of you rather than directly at your sides. Keep the elbows SLIGHTLY bent and raise 

them as high as they can go then slowly lower back down under control and repeat the 

motion for another rep. I advise asking a trainer at the gym if your form is correct. 

 

The Breakdown 

 

1) Seated Db press (rest 90 to 120 seconds) 

2 warm ups x 20, 15  

3 sets x 15, 10, 8 

 

2) Machine or Smith Press (alternate each Week) (rest 60 to 90 seconds) 

1 warm up x 20 

3 sets x 15, 10, 8 

 

3) Standing Side Laterals (rest 45 to 60 seconds) 

1 warm up x 20 



 

 

3 sets x 15, 15, 15 

 


